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WEBSITE SOLUTIONS COMPANY ANNOUNCES NEW WEBSITE FOR LOCAL NEWS 

STATION IN BRYAN/COLLEGE STATION 

KAGS TV, a local news station in Bryan/College Station, recently gained a new online resource featuring 

a community calendar that was created by AgniTEK. 

 

College Station, TX, October 18, 2013– AgniTEK, a nationally-recognized company for their expertise in 

helping organizations leverage technology to improve businesses, is pleased to announce the launch of a 

website for KAGS TV at http://www.kagstv.com. The new website was designed and created by AgniTEK 

associates and is live on the web. 

KAGS TV is the NBC affiliate for the Brazos Valley and is currently a broadcast leader. It can be viewed on 

Channel 6 and 23-1 on the Suddenlink Cable or channel 23-1 on Direct TV. The station is responsible for 

two other programming Channels, MYTX (Cozi) and MeTV. MYTX (Cozi) is a national network bringing 

viewers America’s most beloved and iconic television series hit movies and original programming 

brought to viewers by the NBC Owned Television Stations. MeTV features a wide range of classic 

television programing, some of the best programming written for television, that audiences and 

advertisers find comfortable and engaging. All together, these three continue to grow and be the 

broadcast leader in the Brazos Valley. KAGS TV is devoted to providing up to date and informative news 

to the residents of the Brazos Valley as well as helping local businesses get their services and name to 

the public. To learn more about KAGS TV or to view their news stories, visit their website today. 

The KAGS TV website serves as a high quality, organized and efficient web resource to convey news 

stories online as well as much more. The website features a community interactive calendar for any 

events going on in the area. This calendar is interactive in that locals can upload events to it themselves 

or filter the calendar to view categories of events. The website also features an interactive photo gallery 

that allows locals to upload photos of the community, weather, or news to the website themselves. 

http://www.hullabaloosbounce.com/


These features set KAGS apart from the other competitors because it allows the residents to get directly 

involved in the news. The website also serves as a way for KAGS TV to advertise for local business 

patrons, which helps the community to succeed as a whole. All of these features were made possible by 

AgniTEK and their associates. 

AgniTEK is a full service website and software solutions company serving Texas companies for over 15 

years. They deliver reliability, consistency, simplicity and value in website services and software 

application development work. AgniTEK has been named a five-time Newman 10 Award winner and 

three-time Aggie 100 Award winner.  
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